Dear Colleagues

Welcome to take part in V International science-practical conference «Airports – the window in the future», which is devoted the actual issues of organization, management and development of airports, their infrastructure; designing and buildings of objects of airports; construction, reconstruction and exploitation of the airdromes and autoroads; modern airports technologies; use of the GIS in the activity of airports; transport logistic; protection of environment and architecture of airports.

The primary purpose of conference is an exchange of experience; support of the development, creation and realization of innovative and investment projects in aviation industry, which combine potential of universities, research structures, industrial and infrastructural organizations; application of results of scientific and technological researches on the basis of the different connections with industrial enterprises, research establishments, that will enable to support and enrich both scientifically-technological potential and innovative activity both on regional, national and on international levels.

The Conference held with:
- Association “The Ukrainian Airports” CA;
- State Aviation Administration;
- Ukrainian State Designing Technological and Scientific Research Institute of Civil Aviation "Ukraeroproekt";
- Collective Enterprise Aviaproekt;
- The International airport “Boryspil”;
- Antonov ASTC;
- National Transport University;
- The Interregional Territorial Department of Air Transport Central regions (Russia);
- Aviation department of Ministry of Transport and Communications (Belorus);
- Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (Lithuania);
- Wroclaw School of Logistics (Poland);
- Institute of Technology Technical University of Applied Sciences Wildau (Germany);
- General Administration of Civil Aviation (France);
- National Academy of Civil Aviation of (France);
- Department of Civil Aviation (Mongolia);
- Ministry of Aviation (Cuba).

DEAD LINES:
Deadline for Abstracts and Applications (Registration Form) ............................ 1 june 2014
Payment for Participation ........................................... 16 june 2014
The Conference Holding ............................................. 16-17 June 2014

PROGRAM:
16 June 2014
09:00 – 10:00 — Registration of participants;
10:00 – Conference Opening;
10:00 – 13:00 — Plenary Meeting;
13:00 – 14:00 — Break;
14:00 – 17:00 — Sectional Meetings.

17 June 2014
10:00 – 15:00 — Sectional Meetings;
15:00 – 15:30 — Break;
15:30 – Conference Closing.

Address:
National Aviation University,
Institute of Airports,
Ukraine, 03680, Kiev,
Kosmonavtova Komarova ave., 1.
Phone: (+3-8-044) 497-33-54, 406-72-89.
http://www.nau.edu.ua/
http://www.iap.nau.edu.ua/
http://nau.edu.ua/ua/event/2014/6/v-%m%D1%96zhnarodna-naukovo-praktichna-
konferenca%D1%96ya-%E2%80%9Caeroport-
%E2%80%93-v-%D1%96kno-v-
majbutn%D1%94%E2%80%9D.html
E-mail: airports@nau.edu.ua
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(Ukraine, Kiev, 16-17 June 2014)
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:
Chairman: KHARCHENKO Volodymyr Petrovych — Vice-Rector on Scientific-Research Work, Doc. of Tech.Sci., Prof., Honored Worker of Science and technology of Ukraine, Laureate of Ukrainian State Prize in Science and Technology.
Vice-chairman: CHEMAKINA Oktiabrna Volodymyrivna — Cand. of Arch., Assoc.Prof., Dean of Department of Architecture and Design;
Executive Secretary: BYELYATYNSKYY Andriy Oleksandrovych - Doct. of Tech.Sci., Prof., Head of the Chair of Airports and Autoroads Reconstruction Phone: (+38 044) 497-80-28; e-mail: beljatynskij@mail.ru.
Technical Secretary: BILIZNYUK Taras Vasylyevich — Phone: (+38 044) 406-72-89; e-mail: bilznyuk10@mail.ru.

PROGRAM COMMITTEE:
Section 1. Design and Construction of Airports' Objects
Chairman: LAPENKO Oleksandr Ivanovych — Doct. of Tech.Sci., Prof., Head of the Chair of Computer Technologies in Civil Engineering;
Secretary: RODCHENKO Olexandr Vasylyevich; Phone: (38044) 406-74-24; e-mail: s140983t@bignum.net.

Section 2. Design, Reconstruction and Operation of Airports and Autoroads
Chairman: BYELYATYNSKYY Andriy Oleksandrovych - Doct. of Tech.Sci., Prof., Head of the Chair of Airports and Autoroads Reconstruction;
Secretary: VYSHNEVSKA Alina Volodymyrivna; Phone: (38044) 406-72-89; e-mail: aline_1982@mail.ru.

Section 3. Modern Airports Technologies
Chairman: TAMARGAZIN Oleksandr Anatolyiovych — Doct. of Tech.Sci., Prof., Head of the Chair of Airports Technologies;
Secretary: STOROZHENKO Maryna Sergievna; Phone: (38044) 406-76-94; e-mail: kafedra_ta@mail.ru.

Section 4. Using of Geoinformation Systems in Airports Activity
Chairman: ZHELEZNYAK Oleg Oleksandrovych — Doct. of Phys.-Math.Sci., Prof., Head of the Chair of Aerospace Geodesy;
Secretary: CHUBKO Larysa Sergivna; Phone: (38044) 406-79-95; e-mail: larisa_ch@inbox.ru.

Section 5. Transport Logistics
Chairman: GRIGORAK Mariya Yuriivna — Cand. of Econ.Sci., Assoc.Prof., Head of the Chair of Logistics;
Secretary: DONETS Andrey Georgievich; Phone: (38044) 406-78-22; e-mail: ogurman72@yandex.ru

Section 6. Environmental safety of airports
Chairman: BOYCHENKO Sergey Valerjevich — Doct. of Tech.Sci., Prof., Head of the Chair of Ecology;
Secretary: TROFIMOVA Igor Leonidovich; Phone: (38044) 238-28-89; e-mail: trofii@ukr.net.

Section 8. Architecture of Airports
Chairman: DOROSHENKO Jurij Oksidrovich — Doct. of Tech.Sci., Prof., Head of the Chair of Architecture and Design;
Secretary: Avdeeva Natalya Jurievna; Phone: (38044) 406-73-93; e-mail: greengoff@bignum.net

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MATERIALS:
Abstracts issued the following requirements:
1 page A5 (197 x 210 mm); Margins:
Left - 20 mm, Right - 15 mm, Top - 20 mm, Bottom - 20 mm;
Times NR-9, Line Spacing - Single.
The Deadline for Materials Submitting to the Relevant Sections of the Conference is 01 June 2014.

PARTICIPATION CONDITIONS:
Beneficiary: National Aviation University, Komarowa str., 1, Kyiv, Ukraine, 03680. Acc. 26002004520001
Bank of Beneficiary: JSB “PVIDENCOMBANK”, MFO 320876 DONETS, UKRAINE SWIFT: PCBDUA2X
Correspondent Account No. 100-9471269-00 EUR
With Bank: DEUTSCHE BANK AG, FRANKFURT AM MAIN, DE SWIFT: DEUT DE FF
for Participants from CIS — 20 €
for Participants from EU and others — 50 €
Attention! Transfers are accepted on this account in € only

REGISTRATION FORM
V INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC-PRAC TICAL CONFERENCE «AIRPORTS — THE WINDOW TO THE FUTURE»
Surnane ______________________________
Name _________________________________
Sci.Degree _____________________________
Acad.Title _____________________________
Country _______________________________
City _________________________________
Organization, Position __________________
Address ____________________________________________
Phone _________________________________
E-mail _____________________________________
Purpose of Participation ___________________________
Section N ________________________________
Title of Report / Message ____________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

WORKING LANGUAGES:
English, Ukrainian, Russian

Address:
National Aviation University,
Institute of Airports.
Ukraine, 03680, Kiev,
Komsonatova Komarova ave., 1.
Phone: (+3-8-044) 497-33-54, 406-72-89.
http://nau.edu.ua/ua/event/2014/6/v-m%D1%96zhnardna-naukovo-praktichna-konferencz%D1%96ya- %E2%80%9Caeroporti-%E2%80%93-v%D1%96kno-v-majbutn%D1%94%E2%80%9D.html
http://iaf.nau.edu.ua/
E-mail: airports@nau.edu.ua